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Abstract: Hot wire annemometry tchenique was employed to know main  features of developing turbulent flow in two 

kinds of closed compound channel. The first one consist in two rectangular tubes attached on a side wall of a wind 

channel apart from one each other by a distance “d”, forming a narrow gap.  Second compound channel is formed by 

the same tubes, but this time attached on the top and bottom walls of the wind channel, building two main channels 

connected by a narrow gap with width “d”. Results showed this sort of geometry gives rise an intersting flow, quite 

similar to the  spatial developing mixing layer. Velocity profiles were also investigated. All of them presented high 

vorticity peaks at the main channel/subchannel interface, indicating large scales structures may be present in the flow. 

By using quantities from mean flow a Strouhal number was purposed. Regardless the kind of channel, the 

dimensionless frequency was almost constant for Strouhal number 0.10. 

 

Palavras-chave: turbulence in compound channels, hot wire annemometry, mixing layer, large scale structures 

 
 

1. INTRODUCTION  
 
Compound channels are characterized by the presence of a narrow region connecting one or more main channels, 

Figure 1. The narrow gaps are responsible for mass, energy and momentum exchanging between main subchannels. 
 

 
Figure 1 – Examples of compound channels 
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These geometries are present in many areas of the engineering, as nuclear reactors, steam generators and some 

kinds of water channels. On the mechanical engineering field the problems are often linked to heat exchangers, nuclear 
reactor fuel elements and even electronic devices. On the last ones, the main goal is rising heat exchange rates. 

As remarkable features of these kinds of channels are the unusual Reynolds stresses distribution and the sinusoidal 
patterns of the velocities series taken from these channels, as well. Being these facts very well reported by Knight and 
Shiono (1990), Soldini et al., (2004), when the authors studied open compound channels. Related to closed compound 
channels the works from Meyer and Rehme (1994 and 1995), showed similar results those previously found in open 
channels. 

Despite unusual Reynolds stress distribution, the main source of interest has lain on the unexpected sinusoidal 
patterns of velocity fluctuations near the gap. The quasi-periodical behavior of the velocity fluctuations was named flow 
pulsations.  

Flow pulsations occurrence was reported, at the first time, by Rowe (1973), when the author studied mixture 
process of the turbulent flow in a rod bundle. According to author, the frequency associated to this phenomenon 
increased when the gap width was reduced. By using hot wires probes Möller (1991), confirmed Rowe’s findings, 
therefore, his results also showed flow pulsations were associated to strong  field of vorticity near the gap. 

Quasi-periodical flow pulsations were also found in other kind of compound channel, showing this phenomenon 
was not restricted to rod bundles assembly. Wu and Trupp (1994), performed hot wire measurements in a trapezoidal 
channel containing a single tube. The results showed pronounced peaks in spectra, confirming the strong dependence of 
the frequency on geometrical parameters and the flow velocity. After that, Meyer and Rehme (1994) and Meyer and 
Rehme (1995), performed measurements in unusual compound channels. By using hot wire anemometry, the authors 
studied the flow characteristics in a channel with two or several parallel fins attached to a side wall. The geometry was 
quite similar to an internally finned channel, forming slots connected to main channels. Test sections were characterized 
by dimensionless parameter, p/d, being “p” the depth of the slot formed by the plates and “d” the distance between two 
plates. Were investigated sections from p/d = 1.66 up to p/d = 10.0. As regarding mean turbulent quantities, all features 
stressed in the previous papers were confirmed. When attention was pointed to large scale structures, the authors 
observed flow pulsations for p/d ≥ 2, confirming results by using flow visualizations. A correlation for the Strouhal 
number was also proposed. The Strouhal number were based on the main frequency, the square root of the product of 
“p” and “d and the edge velocity, measured at edge of plates, Ued. Therefore, the results showed discrepancies for p/d 
values greater than 7. 

One of the tree compound channels studied by Meyer and Rehme (1995), was also investigated by Goulart and 
Möller (2006) and Goulart and Möller (2007). In the first work (Goulart and Möller, 2006), the authors investigated a 
rectangular channel with two parallel plates attached on the lateral wall. By using hot wires were performed 
measurements of two components of velocities for six test sections. For test sections depth-width ratio remained 
constant p/d = 5, even though dimensional parameters, “p, “d”, could be different. 

Despite the findings reported by Meyer and Rehme (1995), large-scale structures could not be found in all test 
sections, but only in that one with the smallest width, “d”. 

The conclusions led to a second investigation that showed the strong relationship between axial velocities profiles 
and the presence of large-scales structures. In Goulart and Möller (2007), the authors were succeeded in obtaining 
comprehensive measurements of the axial and transversal velocities fluctuations in ten test sections, involving three p/d 
ratios, 5, 10 and 12.50. The results showed a steady state plane turbulent mixing layer in spatial development between 
the plates. By using self-similarity functions it was possible to describe mean axial velocity (at the symmetry lines) as a 
tangent hyperbolic function. Related to flow large-scales appearances, an attempt to make a correlation for Strouhal 
number was done. The Strouhal number was defined as that one showed in mixing layer problems, using mixing layer 
thickness, δ(x), as length scale, and the convection velocity, Uc, as velocity scale. The Strouhal numbers remained 
constant even for the deepest test section, where p/d = 12.50. 

Again, attention is focused on overall features of the developing mixing layer in two sorts of compound channels. 
The first one concerns to a rectangular main channel connected to a narrow gap. In the second part, the main channel 
was splitted and two main channels connected by a gap are formed. This work is also an attempt to develop a 
methodology for handling problems involving rod bundles assemblies. 

  
2. TEST SECTION AND EXPERIEMTNAL TECHNIQUE  

 
The test section, Figure 2, consists in a 3320 mm long channel where both width, “W”, and height, “H”, are 

variable. While dimension “H”, is increased in the range of 54 to 60 (mm), three different values, for “W”, were 
adopted, namely 75, 120 and 130 mm. A splitter plate was placed along of its longitudinal dimension to reduce the 
height of the wind channel, Figure 2 (a). Working fluid was air at room temperature, driven by a centrifugal blower 
controlled by a frequency inverter, reaching the test section with about 1% turbulence intensity. A Pitot tube, placed on 
a fixed position upstream of the test section, was used to measure the reference velocity Uref of the experiments. During 
the experiments the reference velocity, Uref, remained almost constant. 

Inside the channel two different topologies of compound channels were built. In the first one, two rectangular 
aluminium bars with thickness e = 1.2 mm and length “L” were attached on a side wall of the wind channel, Figure 2 
(b). Main dimensions are the depth “p” and width “d”. Another topology consists in moving these bars towards the 
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center of the channel forming two subchannels connected by a central gap with same width and depth, “d” and “p”, 
respectively, Figure 2(d). Coordinates system is placed as shown in Figure 2 (e) and (f). 

The first topology will be called, thereafter, “SS” and the second one “DS”. These names are suitable, in the first 
case there is only one main subchannel (single-subchannel), and in the second case, there are two main subchannels 
(double-subchannel). 
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Figure 2 – Schematic view of the test section. Cross-section and coordinate system for each test section 

configuration. 
 

Four different configurations were investigated for each topology, Table 1. By working with the same concepts 
used in the previous paper, Goulart and Möller (2007), Reynolds numbers were defined using as velocity scale the 
difference between upper and lower velocities from the mixing layer and as length scale, the mixing layer thickness, 
δ(x). This definition is very usual in problems involving open compound channels, and, seemingly, provides a better 
comprehension of the flow. Using the criteria adopted, the experiments were performed within Reynolds number from 
5.12 x 10³ up to 16.00 x 10³. 

 
Table 1  – Test section configurations and Reynolds number – (Dimensions in mm). 

Test 
section # 

w p d L p/d w/p 
Uref 

m/s 
(x)U

Re
∆ × δ

=
ν

 

SS-01 130 50 10 1250 5.00 2.60 13.20 14.20 × 10³ 
SS-02 130 50 4 1250 12.50 2.60 13.25 16.00 × 103 
SS-03 120 38 4 1000 9.50 3.15 13.15 8.00 × 103 
SS-04 75 25 4 500 6.25 3.00 13.22 8.05 × 10³ 
DS-05 130 50 10 1250 5.00 2.60 13.20 11.99 × 10³ 
DS-06 130 50 4 1250 12.50 2.60 13.26 12.76 × 10³ 
DS-07 120 38 4 1000 9.50 3.15 13.14 11.49 × 103 
DS-08 75 25 4 500 6.25 3.00 13.15 5.12 × 103 
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Measurements of velocity and velocity fluctuations were performed by a hot wire DANTEC StreamLine system 

using a double wire probe. This probe has a slant wire (45o) and a wire perpendicular to the main flow to perform 
simultaneous measurements of the transversal (y – parallel to the symmetry line, Figure 2(c) and (d)) and  axial 
components (u) of the velocity vector. All measurements were performed 20 mm upstream of the channel outlet.  

Collis and Williams (1959), method with modifications by Olinto and Möller (2004), was applied for the evaluation 
of the anemometer signals. Velocity field was previously measured by a Pitot tube.  

Data acquisition was performed by means of a 16 bit National Instruments NI USB – 9162 A/D converter board, 
with a sampling frequency of 3 KHz and a low pass filter set at 1 KHz. Temporal series were 43.69 s long. 

 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
3.1. Velocity Profiles 

 
Figure 3 (a), shows mean axial velocity distribution and its derivative form, both are presented in a dimensionless 

form, by using its maximum values. A field of axial velocity is stressed in Figure 3 (b), at this time results are presented 
in non-dimensionless form. Both pictures are in good agreement with those presented in Meyer and Rehme (1994). 
Different authors have reported similar behavior that one found here. One can see flow acceleration towards the main 
channel followed by a velocity reduction in the narrow gaps, and  peaks of vorticity at the interface main channel/sot, as 
well. Previous research has been treated this kind of flow as a bounded spatial developing mixing layer beginning at the 
narrow gap region and extending towards the main channel (Goulart and Möller, 2007). 
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Figure 3 – Axial velocity distribution – SS-01. (a) mean axial velocity profile. (b) 3-D – plot of mean axial velocity 
field. 

Mixing layer are characterized by the presence of two mains streams with different velocities, the highest one, U2, 
and the lowest, U1. Between them, the velocity profile can be established as a function of the self-similarity proprieties. 
In bounded mixing layers, generated by a narrow gap, the wall influence is important for U1 evaluation, being necessary 
to determine the position where wall influence ends and the beginning of the shear layer. This is the location of the 
lower velocity U1. Related to the upper velocity, U2, this one takes place at the main channel, and represents the highest 
value of the mean axial velocity in the profile. Figure 4 presents how mean axial velocity profile was divided: at the 
zone 1, the velocity profile suffers from wall influence, while zone 2 represents the mixing layer itself. 
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Figure 4 – Axial velocity profile on symmetry line of a compound channel. Goulart and Möller (2007). 
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The lower velocity, U1, is defined as the velocity value where the velocity gradient changes its concavity, then, at 

this position, 

1

2

2
y

u
0

y

∂
=

∂
                                                                                                                                                                                        (1) 

By following this short explanation, it is expected that two main channels connected by the same narrow gap give 
rise two mixing layers, on the both sides of the narrow gaps. These mixing layer are formed due to viscous effects 
inside de slot. When the flow reaches the slot viscous forces act decreasing the velocity of the flow in the slot and 
increasing the velocity flow in the main channel. By this way two main streams with different velocities are formed 
giving rise mixing layer. 

Mean axial velocity profile and its gradient, from test section DS-08, are presented in Figure 5 (a) and (b). Both are 
measured on the symmetry line being depicted as a y-axis function. 
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Figure 5 – Mean axial velocity profiles on each side of the narrow gap. (b) mean velocity gradient.  
 

The solid line in Figure 5 (a) shows the central gap reference. As predicted, two mixing layers are formed in both 
sides of the channel. Therefore, a small difference between both sides can be observed, showing entrance effects are 
still present. Another remarkable feature concerns to the position where U1 takes place. In this kind of configuration, the 
upper velocity of the mixing layer, U2, occurs in the main channels (both sides). Related to lower velocity, U1, is 
expected find it at central position of the gap, however, this configuration will just be achieved when the entrance length 
is long enough. 

Figure 5 (b) shows the derivative of the axial velocity profile (∂u/∂y). At the centers of mixing layers derivative 
shows its highest value (almost the same values on both sides), on the other hand, at the center of the gap its value is 
null, showing U1, location. 

Although, all test section studied show the same characteristic, the symmetry of the velocity profiles was not 
achieved for all test sections in the “DS” configuration. However, it is important to note main features discussed before, 
on velocities distribution, are showed in all tests sections. 

 
3.2. Velocity distribution in mixing layers 

As observed, it is possible to describe this problem as a steady state plane turbulent mixing layer in spatial 
development, and its two dimensional form can be written as follow,  

2

2

u u u 'v ' u
u v

x y y y

∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
+ + =ν

∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
                                                                                                                                   (2) 

where u , v , are axial and transversal velocity components respectively and ν is the molecular (kinematic) viscosity. 

Being, u 'v ' , shear stresses caused by velocity fluctuation. 
According to Lesieur (1997), the self-similar solution for the Eq. (2), leads to an error function for the mixing layer 

velocity profile, however, a hyperbolic tangent function (tanh) is widely used as an approximation, thus 

c

U
u( ) U tanh( )

2

∆
η = + η                                                                                                                                                                 (3) 

where: 
∆U = difference between the lower and the upper velocities in the mixing layer, U1 and U2, respectively;  
Uc = convection velocity, defined by  
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2

UU
U 12

c
+

=                                                                                                                                                                                  (4) 

η = similarity parameter, is given by Eq. (5) 

c

(x)

y y
2

−
η =

δ
                                                                                                                                                                                   (5) 

where 
yc = coordinate of the center of the mixing layer; 
δ(x) = mixing layer thickness, Eq. (6) 

u

max.

2 1
(x)

y

U -U
δ =

∂
∂

                                                                                                                                                                                      (6) 

Figure 6 (a) (b) and (c), shows the velocity profiles of test sections types SS ad DS (last one left and right sides, 
respectively). Experimental data were plotted as a function of the similarity parameter, η, and fitted by using Eq. (7) 

c
ad

u( ) U
U 2 tanh( )

U

η −
= = η

∆
                                                                                                                                       (7) 

Indeed, the hyperbolic tangent function presented a good agreement with experimental data, for all cases 
investigated. Therefore, some discrepancies were found, mainly at the edges of the profiles. An attempt to fit better 
velocities profiles an error functions was also used. However, no important improvements were done. 

When one takes a look, more carefully, Figure 6 (b) and (c), is remarkable the asymmetry of the flow in the 
different main channels, see test sections DS 06 and 07. In these sections the main channel of right side seems to be 
more developed than left side. 

 

a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

Figure 6 – Mean axial velocity distribution in the mixing layer and its approximation by hyperbolic tangent 
function. a) section type SS. b) section type DS – left side. c) section type DS – right side. 
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Since self-similarity is attained, flow quantities are only dependent on local variables, including mean velocities, its 

fluctuations. In this state the increasing of mixing layer thickness, δ, is expected to be a linear functions of streamwise 
position. 

Figure 7, shows the width of shear layer as a function of section test length “X”, for both configurations. Width of 
the shear layer was obtained by using Eq. (6). Despite the scattering of the data, a linear fit seems to be adequate for the 
data from first configuration, SS, curve “A”. However, DS configuration, cannot be fitted by linear approach. Non-
linear dependence between mixing layer thickness and streamwise distance may suggest that the self-similar state has 
not been attained for all test sections in this configuration. 
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Figure 7 – Mixing layer growth as downstream distance function. 

 
3.3. Reynolds stresses distribution and autospectral results 

The profiles for the Reynolds normal stresses ( 2u ' , 2v ' ) and the shear stress, u 'v ' , are presented in Figure 8 and  
Figure 9. Values are stressed in dimensionless form by using the velocity difference (U2 - U1) and plotted as a function 
of self-similarity coordinate. 

For all cases Reynolds normal stresses and shear stress showed same features had already been found in previous 
works. Oster Wygnanski (1982) and Bell and Metha (1990), performed measurements in a developing mixing layer 
generated by a split plate. Results were quite similar to those found here, maximum value appeared at the central point 
of mixing layer, η = 0, decreasing towards main channel. 

 

 
a) 

 
b) 
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c) 
Figure 8 – Profiles of  normal Reynolds stresses and shear stress, test section type SS. 

 
Figure 9 (a), (b) and Figure 10 (a) and (b), show normal Reynolds stresses and shear stress quantities in the second 

configuration, DS. 
As expected, peaks of normal Reynolds stresses and shear stress appear on the both sides of narrow gap, at η = 0. 

These ones are produced by two developing mixing layers, as mentioned before. A lack of symmetry was almost typical 
characteristic for “DS” configurations, with exception section test DS – 08. Values of normal Reynolds stresses and 
shear stress measured in the right side main channel are higher than those found in the left side. It may suggest the flow 
developing is still not complete. 

However, important features of mixing layer are present in the results, Figure 8 (c) and Figure 10 (b). These ones 
show shear stresses distribution for SS and DS test sections. There one can see null values for shear stresses out side 
mixing layer, as discussed in Townsend, 1976. 

 

 
a) 

 
b) 

Figure 9 - Profiles of  normal Reynolds stresses and shear stress for DS topology. a) Normal Reynolds stress, 

2' /u U∆ , for left side. b) Normal Reynolds stress, 2' /u U∆ , for  left side right side. 
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a) 

 
b) 

Figure 10 – Normal Reynolds stress and shear stress, for DS configuration. a) Normal Reynolds stress, 

2' /v U∆ , for right side. b) Shear stress, 2' ' /u v U− ∆ , for right side 
 

Investigations on coherent structures in the flow were also performed for both velocity components, in all test 
sections Figure 11 (a) and (b).  
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Figure 11 – Autospectral densities. Test sections SS and DS. 
 
Figure 11, shows autospectral density functions, velocities series was taken at η = -0.33. Uncertainties about 

autospectral results were form 2% up to 9%. 
Energy (y-axis) and frequencies (x-axis), were made dimensionless by using own mean flow scales. The Strouhal 

number was formed with convective velocity, Uc, main frequency, f, and mixing layer thickness, δ(x), Eq. (8), while, 
Φ , is given by Eq. (9). 

( )x

c

f
St

U

δ
=                                                                                                                                                                   (8) 

2

( )

'

x

u

UHzδ
Φ =

∆
                                                                                                                                                            (9) 

 
This Strouhal number configuration is very usual in problems involving mixing layer generated by a split plate. 

Different authors have presented their reports showing this configuration is very suitable for these problems, with 
Strouhal number ranged 0.15, Bonnet at al., 1998.  

Although same Strouhal number was not attained, mixing layer thickness, δ(x), and convection velocity, Uc, seems to 
be very suitable for problems involving compound channels. Note, when frequencies are put on dimensionless form, 
Figure 11 (b), peaks stay closer than Figure 11 (a). 

Furthermore, it is important to see spectral density function for two different compound channels, SS and DS 
topology, can be plotted together. This fact indicates purposed Strouhal number is general enough for this kind of 
problem. 
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4. CONCLIDING REMARKS 
 

In this paper, an experimental study of mean and fluctuating velocities of the turbulent flow in two sorts of compound 
channels was performed. The main purpose was the investigation of the flow characteristics in these two different channels and 
an attempt to describe mean quantities as self-similarity functions, such as done in a previous paper, Goulart and Möller (2007). 

The results of the velocity measurements showed the presence of a shear layer in both configurations investigated. The mean 
and fluctuating quantities distribution reminded as self similarity function, showing the self preserving characteristics of the flow. 
Therefore, for DS configuration test sections, entrance effects were still present, being this fact pointed by asymmetrical behavior 
of mean quantities profile, on the symmetry line. 

Spectral investigations, by means of Strouhal number, defined with the main frequency component of the velocity 
fluctuation, the convection velocity and the shear layer thickness, were performed. Although, the Strouhal number, as defined, 
have led to good results, lower values than those generated by two plates, St = 0.17, were obtained. However, purposed Strouhal 
number seem to be suitable for closed compound channels problems, once it is general enough to describe frequencies from two 
different kinds of compound channels. 
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